Design and manufacturing
Your preferred partner for total
manufacturing solutions

Total manufacturing solutions

Design and manufacturing

Developing solutions
together with
our customers
We design, build and test total
manufacturing solutions to deliver
world-class performance
BAE Systems provides a trusted and innovative total manufacturing capability for
highly complex electronic integrated systems, sub-systems, modules and printed
electronic circuit assemblies where quality is paramount. Our ethos is to add value
through our people, scale, capability and engineering know-how, allowing us to
provide a vital advantage to our customers where it counts.
With more than 50 years of expertise and experience, our highly efficient, multiskilled teams use the latest lean manufacturing and Six Sigma techniques to deliver
world-class performance. We continue to build on our long and successful track
record of delivering innovative technology. Together, we are helping our customers
operate effectively by being at the leading-edge of a rapidly evolving manufacturing
environment.
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Environmental testing at Broad Oak
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Partnering and support

Design and manufacturing

Partnering and support
for today’s advanced
manufacturing environment
We collaborate with our
customers to manufacture
high quality products with ease,
efficiency and affordability
As a proven, responsive, strategic supplier and a valuable link within our customers’
supply chains, we provide a level of service and support enhanced by our wide
ranging capabilities for today’s highly complex electronic manufacturing
environment.
Hardware engineering is integral to our manufacturing operation, covering radio
frequency, digital, electronic, electrical and mechanical engineering, allowing us to
offer our customers a comprehensive range of systems integration capabilities.
To support our customers, we offer a turnkey, bespoke development capability from
concept design through manufacture, assembly, test and installation. We also have
the capability to diagnose and repair digital and analogue assemblies, subassemblies and Printed Electronic Circuits (PEC) to component level. We also offer
calibration of specific to type equipment, and work in collaboration to support
today’s advanced manufacturing.
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Seawolf midlife update
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A flexible and agile
manufacturing
capability
• Prototype to high volume production
• High quality, affordable solutions
• Responsive approach
• Through-life support
• Dedicated manufacturing facilities
• Highly skilled and knowledgeable people
• Accreditations:
- AS9100
- OHSAS 1400-1800
- Cyber Essentials Plus
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Assembling a cable harness
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Fibre optics

Design and manufacturing

Expertise in making and testing all
multi-mode fibre optic connections,
covering single, dual and quad
connector assemblies

Core competencies
Design and
development
Working with customers, we take
ideas from concept and prototype
through to high quality production
manufacture

Complex printed
electronic circuits
Complex printed electronic circuit
assemblies for harsh operating
environments

Specialist services

Test systems

Extensive knowledge and expertise
in pressure systems, prototyping
and production engineering

Integrated in-house test capability
delivers and supports test solutions
from concept through-life

Assembly,
integration and
test
Our agile manufacturing capability
means we can manufacture small
batch to high volume assembly
products with ease, efficiency and
affordability
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Microwave and
micro-electronics
Our microwave and micro-electronics
operation provides extensive expertise
in producing highly complex
microwave modules for a broad range
of applications

Customer support,
spares and repairs
Our highly skilled and multidisciplined manufacturing workforce,
has the experience and capability to
deliver customer support to the
highest standard
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Design and development

Design and manufacturing

Design and
development
Collaborating with our
customers from concept
to manufacture
Working with our customers we have the ability to take ideas from concept and
prototyping through to high quality production manufacture. Our dedicated Concurrent
Development Facility enables us to support product aspirations within challenging time and
cost constraints.
Expert cross-functional teams are qualified to advise on all aspects of the development,
helping our customers to realise their product aspirations within challenging time and
cost constraints in a way that allows the flexibility for change as the design matures,
while at the same time ensuring solutions are safe and compliant to required standards.
We have an extensive range of specialist test facilities to support your needs, including
shock, vibration and ingress protection, and our engineers are highly skilled in trialling
equipment and analysing complex data.
The future supportability of the product being developed is assured thanks to the post
delivery options which are offered, helping to ensure future availability requirements are
met.
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CAD modelling
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Assembly, integration and test

Design and manufaturing

Assembly, integration
and test
Our flexible, agile manufacturing
capabilities mean we tailor our
services to meet your individual
requirements
We collaborate with our customers to manufacture high quality products with ease,
efficiency and affordability. With capabilities ranging from simple point-to-point
individual cable work to multi-way connector harnesses, we work with you to provide
the best solutions. The scale of our operations and our comprehensive range of test
facilities allows us to offer through-life support for all our products, wherever they are
in the world.
We manufacture all forms of chassis, cabinets and control boxes, inclusive of all wiring
requirements. From simple, bench-mounted, assemblies to large consoles, racks and
cabinets which require a team of fitters using overhead lifting supports and air skates.
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UK Royal Navy Type 23 Frigate cabinets
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Printed electronic circuits

Design and manufacturing

Complex printed
electronic circuits
Surface mount, lead
through hole and mixed
technology assemblies
Our facilities feature state-of-the-art proven automated processes,
producing advanced, complex printed electronic circuit assemblies designed
and manufactured to cope with harsh environments in a broad range of applications
across multiple sectors and industries. We excel in the manufacture of prototype,
through to high volume, high complexity surface mount, lead through hole and mixed
technology assemblies and modules on a wide variety of board substrates.
Using the latest cutting-edge manufacturing methodologies in the production of
printed electronic circuit assemblies and modules allows us to offer our customers
a world-class capability including digital, analogue, microwave and RF products,
vapour phase, selective soldering, encapsulation, convection reflow, exotic board substrates
and conformal coating.
From product concept to production, our people’s expertise allows us to take a flexible
and agile approach and our customers benefit from the added value we offer through
design for manufacture and design for test. We have found that this has had a significantly
positive impact on acquisition cost, through-life cost and lead time on customer projects.
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Printed circuit assembly line
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Microwave and micro-electronics

Design and manufacturing

Microwave and
micro-electronics
Over forty years of expertise in
complex microwave modules
We are one of a very select group of companies in the UK providing substrate
manufacture, microwave assembly, hermetic module build and RF test within one
facility. Our microwave and micro-electronics operation provides extensive expertise
in producing highly complex microwave modules for a broad range of applications.
Developing a close working relationship with our customers in the early design
stages allows us to provide a design for manufacture that enables a smooth
transition into production. From avionic defence systems to missile seekers, decoy
systems to satellite communications and phased array radar systems, we provide
microwave technology from rapid prototyping, through to high volume production.
Customers benefit from world-class capabilities in thin film substrate manufacture,
microwave and micro-electronic assembly, manual and automatic assembly and fine
wire bonding, sub assembly through to sub-system integration, laser welding of
hermetic connectors and modules, and a microwave test facility. We offer
automated test sites, manual diagnostics, and full environmental stress screening as
required, demonstrating our expertise in complex microwave modules.
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Microwave and micro-electronics assembly
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Test systems

Design and manufacturing

Test systems
Integrated in-house test
capability delivers and
supports test solutions from
concept through-life
With over 40 years of experience delivering test systems and solutions to the
electronics, aerospace and defence industries, we are proud to offer test strategy
and solutions consultancy services. Test solutions are tailored to the requirements of
individual customers and their products. Depending on the product complexity and
production quantity, solutions range from special-to-type automatic test equipment
to manual testing using proprietary instruments.
We also provide design and development of new test systems and equipment,
hardware and software upgrades to existing systems, refurbishment and re-life of
legacy systems, and the design and manufacture of jigs, harnesses and fixtures, as
well as through-life support services.
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Micro-electronics sub-assembly testing
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Specialist services

Design and manufacturing

Specialist services
Extensive knowledge
and expertise in pressure
systems, prototyping and
production engineering
To ensure your products are manufactured consistently and accurately, we offer
extensive pressure testing of product hardware, together with the maintenance, repair
and calibration of pressure test equipment and vacuum and purge equipment. Thanks
to our rapid response and prototyping capabilities, we can manufacture development
quantities and urgent spares to production standards in short time scales.
Our expertise includes conformal coating, vacuum impregnation using an autoclave,
spray applications, encapsulating using all types of epoxy resins and adhesives, vapour
condensation reflow and the use of a mass spectrometer for checking the hermeticity
of fitted components. We also offer vibration testing and full environmental stress
screening as required.
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Pressure testing system
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Fibre optics

Design and manufaturing

Fibre optics
Reaping the benefits of
technological advances, through
the use of fibre optics
Offering a diverse capability in the field of fibre optics, our highly experienced
technicians have proven expertise in making and testing all multi-mode fibre optic
connections, covering single, dual and quad connector assemblies, from military
specification very low loss assemblies through to commercial standards, fully
inspected and tested. To allow our customers to receive maximum value from their
product, our technicians are trained to make, and test, all connection types by hand,
enabling field repairs to be carried out if required.
State-of-the-art equipment includes an automated filament fusion splicing
workstation, fibre optic inspection system and fibre optic despooling and winding
machines. We also have semi-automatic polishing equipment and automatic splicing
of both single mode and multi-mode fibres, allowing you to reap the benefits of the
latest technological advances.
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Archerfish fibre optic fusion splicing
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Customer support, spares and repairs

Design and manufacturing

Customer support, spares
and repairs
Working with our customers
to deliver world-class
performance
Our highly skilled and multi-disciplined manufacturing workforce has the experience,
knowledge and capability to deliver customer support to the very highest standard.
We are committed to providing our customers with reliabilty and performance,
ensuring operational excellence. We provide specialist through-life support packages
to meet your requirements, including spares, repairs and upgrades, as well as
obsolescence management and field services. Our experienced team is available to
support worldwide operations as required.
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F-35B Lightning II onboard HMS Queen Elizabeth ©Lockheed Martin
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Our printed electronic and
microwave circuits form part of the
radar equipment on the Typhoon
fighter jet
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Your preferred partner for total
manufacturing solutions
For more information on any of our products, services and support
email: electmanufacture@baesystems.com
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BAE Systems Maritime Services
Manufacturing
e electmanufacture@baesystems.com
www.baesystems.com/electronicmanufacturinguk
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